Head down tilt at -6 degrees to -24 degrees can neutralize the cardiovascular effects of LBNP at -15 or -35 mmHg.
The purpose of this study was to identify the combinations of head down tilt (HDT) and lower body negative pressure (LBNP) that would counterbalance each other's effects on cardiovascular and endocrine variables to produce a "neutral point" (NP). We conducted 8 30-min experiments in 14 normotensive subjects (2 male, 12 female). Conditions included four levels of HDT (-6 degrees to -24 degrees) and two of LBNP (-15 and -35 mmHg). We determined blood plasma mass density, hematocrit, plasma aldosterone concentration, and plasma renin activity (PRA) before and at the end of stimulation. The effect of stimulus duration was tested using continuous measurements of heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP), and thoracic electrical impedance (Z0). NPs were found for all variables except BP, which remained unchanged. NPs were similar for all variables. The 15 mmHg LBNP was compensated by 20 degrees HDT and 35 mmHg LBNP by 27.5 degrees HDT. Longer stimulus duration required increasing HDT angles to balance HR at 35 mmHg LBNP but had no influence on Z0 NP. Antiorthostatic positioning can compensate cardiovascular effects of LBNP in a similar fashion for all variables that are significantly influenced by LBNP and body angle, commensurate with stimulus magnitude. Arterial BP remained stable with stimulation and seems to be the primarily defended variable. Why stimulus duration seems to influence the NP for HR remains to be elucidated.